In the past years. neuro-fiuy systems received an increasing attention and were used to solve a wide range of problelix in different domains. A ne~u-o-fiwq S~S~C I I I is a hybrid system consisting of an artificial neural network and a fi~zzy inference system where the learning algorithm of the artificial neural network is ilsed lo adjust the parameters of the membership functions associated with the fuzzy inference system. This paper proposes a neuro-fi~uy classification approach for identifying control chart patterns in order to uncover the behavior of the production process. The proposed approach was implemented by building a neuro-f~wy classification system and b\z using simulated data. Nunierical results showed that the proposcd approach has a good recognition periormancc of patterns on control charts.
with process outputs closer to the desired values [3] . It is the responsibility of management to reduce deviations through process improvement, investing in new technology and/or applying more advanced techniques to manage the process [2] , [4] . Control charts are major tools for process control and improvement in the short term. In addition, they can be used to uncover the behavior of the process in the long run. This can be achieved by applying an efficient pattern recognition technique to identify different patterns present on the control cliarts.
Neuro-fuz~y systenis are receiving an increasing attention in recent years for solving a wide range of problems. A neuro-fuzzj. system is a conibination of artificial ~ieural network and a f i~z q inf~rcncz system in such a way that the neural netuorh learning algorithm is used to adjust parameters of the f u z~y sets associated with the h z z y inference system [5] , [6] . In this case. the performance of' the neuro-fuzzy system is improved by using the neural network learning methods. In addition. the system can bc represented in tesnis of fuzzy IF -THEN rules capable ofhandling ambiyuoi~s knowledge encountered i n real life situations. k;xamples oS such neuro-filz/y systcms include the adaptive network based fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) 171. n e u r o -f~~z q control (NEFCON) [8] and neuro-fuzzy classification (NEFCLASS) [9] .
The goal of this paper is to present an efficient approach for identifying unusual patterns on control charts based on the neuro-ftmy classification. This approach is intended to uncover unusual behavior of the production process and enhance the uti1i;lation of control cliarts by applqing the ncurof u~z y class~lication approach. This provides the ability to dctect unusual bchavior of tlie process and use information on the chart more efficiently in controlling the production process. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives brief description of control charts. Section 3 reviews some of the techniques used for pattern recognition of control charts. Section 4 presents the neuro-fuzzy classification. Section 5 describes the approach used to generate the patterns in order to tram and test the neuro-liizzj~ system. Section 6 provides thc training rcsults of the proposed approacli. Section 7 concludes this paper.
QUALITY CONTROL CHARTS
Statistical process control (SPC) is an approach intended to ensure that the production process is 1 q 1 under control [3] .[41. It utili~es control charts to dctect an! unusual 1 aslations i n tlie process in order for management to take colxctl\ c actions to ensure the qualit! of the products I'rocess variation which is tlic central i s s~~e of'statistical process control can bc d i~ ided into t~o components: ~iatural and special variations. Natural process ~,ariations are thc natural occurring fluctuations inlicrcnt in the process. Special causc I aslalions alc 1) picall! causccl b! some problem in thc produclion sq..steni that should bc eliminated 12 1.
Control cliarts are widcly uscd to analy/c data collcctcd lYom a production proccss and predict the beha ior of thc proccss in the li~ture. In addition. co~itrol cliarts cnablc managcment to determine nhcn the process is out of control. This is the case when a special cause variation present because something unusual is occurring in the production process. The process is then investigated to uncover the cause of the out of control condition and take appropriate actions.
Control charts can be classified into two types: measurement charts and attribute charts depending on the type of quality characteristic that they are used to monitor [2], [4] . Measurement charts include charts which track sample mean (x-bar charts) and sample range (R charts). For controlling quality characteristic that represents an attribute of the product, p-chart and cchart are commonly used. The data collected from the production process are used to construct the control chart and if the process is f o~~n d to be out of control, corrective actions havc to bc taken to remove assignable causes of the de~iations.
A control chart has a centcrlinc corresponding to the average value of the observations and t w control limits located at f 3 0 of the average called upper and lower control limits where a is the standard deviation [2], [4] . The process is in control if it fluctuates within these two limits and out of control iS it exceeds the limits. Process variability is usually evaluated by both the mcan and variance of the quality characteristic being measured and data shown on the control chart reveal the overall direction of the production process in the fiiture.
PATTERN RECOGNITION OF CONTROL CHARTS
Control charts can be used to detect whether they possess specific unusual patterns in order to eliminate the causes of these patterns. There are SIX different patterns that a qualitj chart may have which are [lo] : normal. upmard shili. dounward shift. upward trend. do\vnward trend and cyclic as shown in Figure 1 . Thesc patterns reflect the long term behavior of the production process. In fact, they can indicate where out of control situations are likely to occur in the future. Therefore, it is useful to apply capable techniqucs in order identify control chart patterns to obtain information necessary to monitor the process There arc several pattern rccognitiou and classitication techniques proposed lbr the recognition 01' patterns on control charts. Al-Ghanim and Ludeman 11 11 ~~s e d correlation analjsis to develop an automated pattern sccognition tool for detecting unnatural patterns on control charts. Smith [12j iinplemented a backpropagation neural network to detect a shift in the mean and varial~ce on thc X-bar and Ii-charts. H~varng and Ilubcle [I 31 developed an X-bar contlol chart pattcrn recognizcr using thc bachpropagation neural nct\\osl<s I'hani and O/temcl I 14 I applicd the learning \.ector quanti~ation (1, VQ) to recognm diSferent patterns in qualit) charts. Gull and I-lsieh 11 51 L I S L '~ ;~r(iljcial I~C L I~;~~ ~iet\torks to recogni/c diflkrctnt pattcrns on qualit! chxts and to pro\ idc estimates ol' pattcrn parameters. All thcsc studies pso~cd that pattcrn sccognition tcchniq~ics based on Ihc concepts of artificial intelligcncct are \ er! cffl'ecti\c in this area.
Ncul-o-S~i//) s~s t e m s h a~e bccn documented as good alternatives for pattern recognition and classification. 'l'hese capabilities can bc put to use Sor the interpretation of patterns on control charts. The goal of using neuro-fuzzy classification is to allow the system to learn from the data collected from the production process to detect unnatural patterns. Through learning of varying patterns within control charts, the neuro-fuzzy system can decide on any pattern when faced with new inputs. In this case, the long term behavior of the production process and possible deviations can be identified.
. . : . 
THE NEllIIO-FUZZY CLASSIFICATION (NEFCLASS)
el.! intelligent s!,stcm has some capabilitieb and limitations that ~nahc it suitablc 1\11. particular problems and not l'or othcs.s. I hcsc I~mitations can be oLcrcomc h! building a hybrid intclligcnt s>stcm. A hybrid s! stem consistb of tho or more intelligent techn~ques combined in a manner that mercomes the limitations ol'indi~~idual techniques 15 1. 1 161.
The development of a f~~z z y system requires the specification of appropriate membership functions and a set of fizzy rules. Finding appropriate membership functions and representative fuzzy rules is a difficult task [5] , [17] . Therefore, applying a learning method to a fuzzy system in order to induce the fuzzy rules from a training sample was used by many researchers to improve and hasten the development of a fuzzy system. Artificial neural networks were prime candidates for a combination with fuzzy inference systems in the form of a hybrid system because oftheir learning capabilities 151.
The neuro-fuzzy classification (NEFCLASS), which was originally proposed and developed by Nauck and his colleagues [9] , [18] , [19] , is an example of such hybrid systems where it embodies the capabilities of artificial neural networks and fuzzy inference systems. It is modeled in the form of a multilayer neural network whose weights are represented by fuzzy scts. The parameters of the fi~zzy sets are modified during the learning process to achieve the best classification results where the classification task is represented in thc l'orn~ of fuzzy IF-TI11-:N rules. 
A neuro-fuzzy system for classification consists of a number of f~~z z y rules that can recognize the classes of unclassified inputs. The neuro-fkzy classification (NEFCLASS) is used to derive fuzzy classification rules from a set of input data [9] . The fuzzy rules take the following form:
If sl is p, and .r? is p2 . . . . . and x,, is jr,, then the pattern (st, s?. ... . .Y,J belongs to class i. \\here 1 , p , . . . . . pi, are linguistic labels ( i .~. , high, n~edium. low) modeled b! membership f~~nctions. *l'hc goal ol' N1:FCIASS system is to induce these lilzq rules fro111 a set of data during the training process b) modifq ing the parameters of the men~bership lilnctions associated with the inputs as to correctlj classify any g i~ en input patterns.
ARCHITEC'TURE OF NEFCLASS
The architecture of NE1:CIASS is similar to thc architecture of a Seedforward neural network which consists of a huge number of interconnected units. I'rocessing is perliwmcd ~~i t h i n each unit using values of the incoming inputs and the ncights associated with the connections between different units. The NEFCIASS system consists of tl~rce laycrs: input. hidden and output layer. The first layer I consists of' t7 input nodes .TI, . , s,, rep-esenting input patterns. I he hidden layer is 11 consists of k I k,,,,, nodes RI, . . ., Rk rule nodes where each node represents a fuzzy rule. The third layer is the output layer 0 with rn nodes c,, . . . ,c,,, representing the classes [9] , [18] .
,
The activation level a , of an input layer node x E I depends on its external inputs. The activation level of a rule node R E H given an input pattern p is [9] 
The activation level of an output node c E 0 given an input pattern p is:
where W(s, R ) is the fu~zzy weight on the connection from input node x to rulc node R. W( R , c ) is the fuzzy weight from rule node R to output node c and [hey are equal 1. Some of the connections coming horn the same input node to rule nodes may share the same fu~zzy weight. Figure 2 
LEARNING IN NEFCLASS
Learning in NEFCLASS is based on supervised learning where it learns using a learning procedure called fuzzy error backpropagation. The learning is performed by computing the errors at the output units of the network and propagating these errors backward through the network to adjust the parameters of the membership functions associated with linguistic terms used to represent the input variables 191. Rcfore learning starts, the membership functions for each input node have to be specified in addition to the maximum number of rule nodes that may be created in the hidden layer during the learning process. NEFCLASS uses the triangular membership filnctions to represent inputs to tlie system which take the following form: For each input s,, i -: I . .... n there are (1, fuzzy sets p', . .. . .pi, used to represent this input. Given a set of patterns [ @ I , I / ) . . . ., (p.,f,J) of s patterns each consisting of an input pattern p and a target pattern t, the learning process starts with the rule learning algorithm to create k rule nodes in the rule layer . After a total of k f~lzzy rules are created using the training patterns where k is specified by the user, the fuzzy set learning algorithm starts to adjust the parameters of the membership functions to achieve the best possible classiiication results 19],[18], [19] . l'he idea of learning in NEFCLASS is to create a fuzzy r~lle base first and then to modify it by adjusting the parameters of the membership functions. The fuzzy rule base is constructed by finding for each pattern in the training data a h z z y rule that classifies it to the correct class and if a fuzzy rule with the same antecedent is not in the rule base. it will be added to the rule base [ I 81.11 91. Aiier the construction of the SLIZZY rule base is completed. the perSosl.nancc of' each rule is e~d u a t c d and the best rule set of rulcs are selcctcd based on the numbcr of li~zz!-rules that should be stored in the rulc basc as specilied by the user. l'lien. an itcsativc training process is carried out to adjust the parameters ol'membcrship functions using the errors computcd at the output layer in order to achieve the best classification.
NEFCLASS TRAINING
'l'he specilkation ol' good l i u y rules depends heavily on the training sample used to train the system. Sim~llation approach was used to gencrate various abnormal pattern sets. For simulation purposes, control charts were generated by the pattern generators developed in the literature in this area [l l],[15] to simulate the operation of a real production process. These generators consist of a set of mathematical equations whereby each equation produces a sequence of data points that resembles the desired data set. Formulas used for generating the data for the six patterns are listed below.
Normal patterns:
x ( I ) = n ( l ) *here ~(1)-W(0,ci).
Upward and downward shift pattcrns:
Increasing and decreasing trend patterns:
Cyclic patterns: *liere I is the time period (I /~-l j ) .
x(t) is the saniple value at time I, n(t) is the value with nornlal distribution (0, o) at time I where o=2, 21 is a parameter to determine the position of shifiing (before shifiing L(-0, after shifting u = / ) , s is the shift magnitude (s=6). u is the slope of the trend in term of o (u=1 S), ,s2 is the period of the cycle (Q= 20) and k is the amplitude of the cycle in term of ci (k--3).
Two pattern samples were generated: a training sample and a test saniple. The training saniple which consists of 480 patterns (80 patterns for each class). was used to train the NEFCLASS system. The test sample which has 240 patterns (40 patterns for each class). was not used in the training process but it was processed by the system after it finished training to evaluate the performance of' the system. Oncc the input which contains 45 consecutive points rcprcscnting one particular pattern processed by the system, tlie output will bc classiiicd into one of six predetermined categories nan~elj normal. increasing trend. decreasing trend, upward shift. downward shift and cycle (see Table 1 ). 'I'hc proposed approach \ias implemented using NElTl-ASS software package 19 1. 1 1 8 1. Designing thc N t!I'C'IASS s\ stc'm invol\u several issues that include: I ) Deciding on tlie niuiiber of input. rule and output units in thc nct\\orl,. 2 ) I>etcrminin~ thc ilggrepti()11 li~netion 1;)s the oiitpiit layer. 3) Selecting class names. 4) Determining the number of' i i m q sets !'or each input nnit. 1:igure 3 shows the specifications of thc NEFCIASS system for the proposed approach. Thc network has 45 input units uhich is tlie length ol' each pattern. 'l'herc are 50 units in the rule laqcr and 6 units in the output layer which is the number of classes. Each input variable is represented by three triangular h z z y membership functions. Training the NEFCLASS system requires the specification of several training parameters that include number of training epochs and stop criteria.
Training the system involves two main steps. The first is to create a total of k f~~z z y rules using the training pattern sample. 'The second step is to use the difference between the outputs of the system and actual outputs to adjust the parameters of membership functions associated with nodes in the input layer as to correctly classify input patterns.
'TRAINING RESULTS
Thc classification accuracy level of the NEFCLASS system achieved when classifying patterns was evaluated for the training and test pattern samples. T l~c accuracy level uas calculated sing the following equation:
correclly cltrssifkd iiccwnql level = ----Totd riz~mber. qf palterns lesled ? 7 1 he NEFCLASS was trained for a total of 50 epochs. Figure 4 shows the results of the training process where only 5 patterns out of 480 training patterns are misclassified. After training, the system was used to recognize patterns in the test sample where 7 patterns out of 340 patterns are misclassificd. Table 2 summarizes the classification results ibs the system. 
During the training process, the learning algorithm induces classification rules from the training sample. The classification problem is represented in the form of fuzzy IF-THEN rules. The proposed system has 50 fuzzy classification rules where each rule is represented by one unit in the rule layer of the NEFCLASS architecture. The first rule (R-1) takes the following form (see Figure 5 ): IF V-1 (input-1) is SMALL and V 2 (input-;?) is SMALL AND V 3 (input 3) is MEDIUM and V-4 (input-4) is MEDIUM AND V-5 -(input-5) -is SMALL and V -6 (input -6) is SMALL AND V .-44 (input-44) is SMAL,I, and V-45 (input-45) is SMALL THEN pattern belongs to class -5 (Decreasing 'Srend).
Uncertainty in the inputs was modeled using linguistic terms and each linguistic term was represented using a triangular membership function. The classification rules are obtained by modifying the parameters of these membership functions aqd, consequently. the shapes of the membership functions will be changed in order to derive the best classification rules. Figure 6 and 7 show membership ftmctions for the first four input units used in the proposed system at the beginning and end of the training process.
The neuro-fuzzy approach successf~~liy classified the majority of control charts for both the training and test pattern samples. Neuro-fuzzy systems apply the learning algorithms used to train artificial neural networks in order to achieve the lowcst classification error possible. In addition, they can accom~nodate Ilnguistic tcrnis and represent thc classi tication task in the Sorm of fiv/! rules uhich mal~es it easy to includc cuisting body of knouledge in the classilication model.
In addition to its simple learning. a NEFCIASS can be built from partial knowledge about the problcnl and can be refined by learning using a set of training patterns or it can be built fbrm a set of'tsaining patterns only 191.1 191. I-Lence. it allo\\ s to incorporate a\ ailablc k n o~ ledgc about the problem and to include kno\\ledge acquired b) learning. The results of thc stud! arc consistent ulith the idca that neuro-fi~zzy npproachcs arc good candidatcs fos modeling complex classification problems. Their strength lies in their ability to learn \.cry ljst and generalize the results obtained horn the training sample to any other sample. 
CONCLUSION
Quality is a major factor that impacts the ability of an organization to sustain competition and succeed in its business. Organizations spend considerable efforts to ensure that their products are produced with high quality standards. Control charts are primary tAols used in quality. control to determine whether the production process is within control or not in order to take corrective actions if the process is out of control. In addition, patterns shown on a quality chart reveal important information about the behavior of the process in the future. Identifying such patterns can reveal important inforn~ation about abnormal behavior of the process where unacceptable variations may occur.
Neuro-fimy systems are hybrid systems combining the capabilities of artificial neural networks and f~z z y inference systems. This paper presented a neuro-f~my classification system for identifying different patterns on control charts. ' L' hc proposcd system was trained using a training pattern sample that \\as randoml~ generated using pattern generators. After training was completed. the s)steni Mas tested using a tcst sanlple in ordcr to test its performancc. The neuro-lhay classification system showed outstanding performance in identifying different patterns on quality charts for both the training and test pattern samples. Advantages of the neuro-fuzzy systems compared to other techniques include their ability to learn very fast from a set of training data and to represent the problem in the form of fuzzy rules that are easy to interpret.
